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BOND 
University

 

RANKING
PLUMMETS

 by Alex Gordon LLB    

Australian  Law  Publishers  is 
maintaining  an  OnLine 
RANKING  of  Australian 
Universities for their treatment of 
Students, especially  International 
Students,  [archived  at 
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Alan Bond was the founder of Bond University,  
and established its original culture.. He was 
goaled for massive fraud of $2billion. That's the 
Bond Style, the Bond way, and the Bond Culture.  
$12million bought his early release from prison.  
If the actions of Bond's Associate Professor  
Bernard Joseph McCabe are indicative, it seems,  
the present culture at Bond is still to act illegally  
if there is a financial benefit. It's a new private  
university. Pandering to the disabled causes  
greater costs. It seems, Bond's Associate  
Professor Bernard Joseph McCabe discriminates  
against the disabled with ease. Was that  
deliberate or unintentional?           HAIGPHOTO
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http://AustLawPublish.com/austlawpublishAlumniJournals.html#currentranking /]. 

We are covering in our Alumni Journals, [archived 
http://AustLawPublish.com/austlawpublishAlumniJournals.html ] matters that 
may be relevant to this, in regard to the treatment of all students. We wish this 
to be a site to be checked by all International Students before they decide upon 
study at Australian Universities. Factors affecting Students at Universities may 
also influence students at other Australian “colleges”; for 
instance, the way in which Professor Glyn Davis' University of Melbourne 
played a major part in having Megumi Ogawa's   Student Visa   
revoked   and her imprisonment for 70 days at   
Villawood. [see archive at http://AustLawPublish.com/20070821MelbAJissue200702.pdf /]. 
We think that could potentially have many international students giving 
Australia a wide berth as that was perpetrated by the Australian 
Government [public service parasites, in the Immigration 
Department, rather than the elected Government].  

WANTED:  Contract PRINTERS in Asia.
Print/copy shop owners or operators anywhere in South East Asia including China, 
Singapore, India, Malaysia, Vietnam, Thailand, Cambodia, Hong Kong, Macau, South 
Korea,   Philippines, Indonesia,  Japan, Taiwan, New Zealand, and  Sri Lanka. [Google 
loves a list], we invite your expression of interest in offering your printing services.

Please read the Allstralian Business Journal article at 
http://AustLawPublish.com/20070813AllstralianBusinessJournalissue200701.pdf /.  Our 
initial small print run is black monochrome A4. We expect to direct much more print 
business to Asian firms as the Australian Print/copy businesses are overcharging and giving 
poor service.  See our accompanying advertisements for people wanting printing done and 
for the Graphic Designers of  print copy to produce print ready copy in .pdf format for 
those customers.  

We are happy to pay in your currency or any currency you choose.  The payment would be 

electronically, immediately the work is done and posted.  Contact us on our 
PHP email at http://AustLawPublish.com/eml.html

We have just begun this Alumni Journals' part of our website. Because we have high 
rankings with Google and our sites are upgraded so regularly and frequently, Google 
is forever accessing our sites. No doubt, within a few months University administrators 
will be googling with trepidation, [the is so much adverse information about 
Australian Universities – and we will be covering it], to see just how likely it is that 
International Students will be accessing our University Ranking page via Google.  
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Obviously, this edition is considering firstly, BOND University but also UNSW, UTS amd 
ANU. Each of us at Australian Law Publishers is disabled in one way or another. This 
includes our Editor, Russell, our photographer Haig and myself. We pride ourselves on our 
intelligence and ability to determine optimum adaptations to cope with our individual 
disabilities. We have to do things differently. Sometimes this means we have special needs to 
accommodate our adaptations. Since all three of us are trained to be lawyers, with LLBs, we 
have a particular interest in, AND understanding of, the Disability Discrimination Act 1992 
(Cth) [DDA]. Thus we have commenced the Australian Disability Law Journal [ADLJ]].
  

Graphic Designers: Business opportunity
We invite expressions of interest from Australian and New Zealand 
Graphic Designers who wish to provide a service to the Australian or New 
Zealand Community, as indicated by the above two advertisements, and 
the Allstralian Business Journal article at 
http://AustLawPublish.com/20070813AllstralianBusinessJournalissue200
701.pdf /. 

We believe that by arranging better value and quality printing, we will 
increase the market for printed material and hence increase work for 
Graphic Designers being produced by TAFE around Australia. 
Contact us on our PHP email at 
http://AustLawPublish.com/eml.html   

This brings us to AsPro  Bernard Joseph McCabe, of the Law Faculty 
at Bond University.  As we detail in our concurrent publication Australian 
Disability Law Journal [ADLJ] Issue #200702, [archived at 

http://AustLawPublish.com/20070917AustralianDisabilityLawJournalissue200702.pdf /], Bond 
University's AsPro  Bernard Joseph McCabe, of the 
Law Faculty has  blatantly and illegally discriminated 
against a disabled guy, and in the process, cheated him 
and defrauded him of many thousands of dollars.  This action 

has, about it, a great stench of corruption, that settles upon 
Bond University, and maybe UNSW, UTS and ANU.. 

Call to Alumni: WANTED: Editors for your respective Alumni Journal. See: 
http://AustLawPublish.com/austlawpublishAlumniJournals.html

.
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